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Tiie IrjdiaRS of Garjada.

Cloth 331 Pages, 23 Illustrations, Prick, $1.00.

Historical, instructive and peculiarly interesting.— The

Empire,

A valuable contribution to Canadian liteiature that

will be an authority on this interesting subject.

—

Christian

Quardian,

Describe? in an easy and fascinating manner the In-

dian customs, their camps and wigwams.— Guelph Mercury

There is no lack of variety in the book.

—

Manitoba

Free Press

It has not a dull page from beginning to end.

—

Methodist Magazine.

The book is as entertaining as a story of Mayne Reid's-

— The Bookseller (England).

The author has gathered the material from first sources-

—American Antiquarian.

A bright and readable summary of literature relating

to the Red Man

—

North West Intelligence*.

No intelligent reader should be without this standard

work.

—

Bam* Examiner.

A delightful book on our Indians.— The Young
Canadian

The author has no prejudices or theories to bolster up,

but describes things' as he finds them.

—

American Anthro-

pologist.

He gives us an insight into the life of the Red Man
such as few others could give.

—

Canadian Gazette (Eng.)

I received your book and read it with great interest

.... I hope you will carry on your researches. They will

be very useful to students of religion and folklore.

—

F.

Max Muller.

It contains much valuable information.—-/. C Pilling,

Sm ithscnlan Institution

.

I am delighted with your book, and admire your posi-

tion regarding the question of the Red Man at home.

—

Ojijatekha.

This is a book ol fascinating interest, and will be read

with avidity by most intelligent boys and girls.

—

Onward.



I read the book with great interest and pleasure.

—
Rev.

E. K. Matheson, Battleford, N% W. T.

I like it very much. I scarcely left it until I had read

it through.

—

Rev. /. H. Dyke y Henfryn^ Ont.

I have The Indians and prize it highly, It is a

valuable book

—

Rev. F. A. Cassidy, M.A., Shidzuoka^

Japan.

Janjes Evaijs, Iqveptor of tlje Syllabic SysterQ of

tlje Gree Language.

20S PAGES, CLOTH, 21 ILLUSTRATIONS, PRICE, 50c.

One of the most charming records of service it has
been our privilege to read for a long time.™ Wesleyan
Methodist Magazine (England.)

Reads with all the charm of a romance.—Canadian
Methodist Quarterly.

The life- story of the inventor of the syllabic character
reads like a romance, and a very heroic romance at that —
Canadian Methodist Magazine.

Dr. McLean has rescued a worthy name from the com-
parative oblivion that was gathering over it,— Christian
Guardian.

Tlje Igero of tlje Saskatchewan,

LIFE AMONG THE OJIBWAY AND CREE INDIANS
IN CANADA.

Paper, pvice, 30 ce^s.

A story of intense and thrilling interest.

—

Onward.

Regarding the work generally it is enough to say it is

done in Dr. McLean's best style, and those who are

acquainted with his books will need no higher recom-
mendation.

—

Regina Leader.

Full of interest.

—

Missionary Outlook.

It tells the story of a long, useful and adventurous
career among the Cree and Ojibway Indians.— Toronto
Globe.

Worthy of a more prominent dress.

—

Montreal Witness.



The Destiny of tfye I§un}aii IJace,

PAPER, 20 PAGES, PRICE, 15 GENTS.

An interesting example of the growth of language is

given by the writer in his account of the first attempts of

one of his own children to speak.—Regina Leader,

The pamphlet abounds in entertaining references in

the domain of anthropology, or science of man. These are

rendered highly valuable and instructive by the author's

own ten years' residence amongst the Indians of the Far
West, and by his extensive acquaintance with the general

literature of anthropology.

—

Barrie Examiner,

I have read it with very great interest, and feel that

considerable light has been thrown on this, the most
obscure of subjects,

—

Horace M. Engle.

I have read it with much interest and pleasure.—J. C.

Pilling ,
Smithsonian Institution,

Loije Iiarjd Lights.

CLOTH, 75 PAGES, PRICE, 35 CENTS.

Religious truth in a pointed, pithy and practical form.

The Blackfoot Sui} Daijce.

PAPER, 7 PAGES, PRICE, 10 CENTS.
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